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Hello Idaho ASHRAE members,

We will be having Wayne D.
Meuleman (Attorney-at-Law) come
and talk to our chapter regarding
construction laws and understanding
and interpreting the laws.
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OCTOBER
PROGRAM

As we welcome fall into the Treasure
Valley exciting things are happening in our
local ASHRAE chapter. Last month we had
one of the best tours ever offered in our region. Touring the new FAA tower under construction at the airport was both interesting
and inspiring with breathtaking views from
WHEN:
FRIDAY, October 9, 2009
the air traffic control level. The Idaho Chapter
11:45AM—1PM
would like to thank Layton Construction and
YMC Inc. for setting up the tour and allowing
our members the opportunity to visit. In the
WHERE: Idaho Power Bldg.
next few days this tower will be turned over to
1221 W. Idaho Street
the FAA which will highly limit any future
tours.
Boise, ID
Looking into our fall schedule, there are
some new events that will be taking place. On
Friday, November 6, 2009, our chapter will be
hosting a social night at the offices of Innovative Air. This will be held in conjunction with Inside this issue:
the BSU game versus Louisiana Tech. A 55”
President’s Message
1
big screen will be set up for viewing and complimentary food and beverages will be provided. This event will be a chance to meet and
Program
1
greet other ASHRAE members while enjoying some football. I encourage all members to
IMPORTANT DATES
2
mark this night down to attend and enjoy a
night out with other ASHRAE members.
Later into the fall season the board is examinQUOTE OF THE MONTH
2
ing the possibility of having an ASHRAE
family night with some sort of activity inHISTORY LESSON
2
volved. If anyone has any ideas, please feel
free to send them to myself or any other board
members.
NEWS FROM THE HOME OF3
In closing, I would like to thank everyone
in our chapter for their support. It is needed
NEWS FROM THE HOME OF4
now more then ever. Your attendance at the
monthly meetings is a big step in helping our
chapter move forward with continued success.
SUDOKU OF THE MONTH
4
Spencer Shepard, PE
President
Idaho Chapter ASHRAE

JOKE OF THE MONTH
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ADVERTISEMENTS
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HISTORY LESSON
Five Years Ago
The chapter president was Tony Sutton. The
meeting was held on October 8, 2004, at the Foothills Environmental Building. The program was a
tour of the Foothills Environmental Building.

Ten Years Ago
The chapter president was Ben Strawn. The
meeting was held on October 8, 1999, at the
Doubletree Riverside. Eric Shannon, Idaho
Transportation Department, gave a presentation
on the current progress of the Flying Y with computer drawings showing what the finished project
will look like.

Twenty Years Ago
IMPORTANT DATES
OCTOBER 9, 2009—ASHRAE Chapter Meeting
OCTOBER 31, 2009—HALLOWEEN
NOVEMBER 6, 2009—Social Night @ Innovative
Air & BSU Game (vs. LATECH) on the big screen
NOVEMBER 13, 2009—ASHRAE Chapter Meeting
NOVEMBER 26, 2009—THANKSGIVING
DECEMBER 11, 2009—ASHRAE Chapter Meeting
DECEMBER 25, 2009—CHRISTMAS DAY

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“Flying might not be all plain sailing, but the fun of it
is worth the price.”
-Amelia Earhart (1897-1937), American aviation
pioneer and author

The chapter president was David Musgrove. The
meeting was held on October 9, 1989, at the
Kings Table Restaurant. Shirl Boyce, Chamber of
Commerce, gave a presentation on “The State of
the Economy of Idaho”.

NEWS FROM THE HOME OFFICE
Carbon Monoxide Alarms Proposed for
ASHRAE Residential Ventilation Standard
ATLANTA – In a change that would bring its residential
ventilation and indoor air quality standard closer in line with
that of the 2009 International Residential Code, ASHRAE is
proposing that carbon monoxide alarms be required in homes.
Under proposed addendum l to ANSI/ASHRAE Standard
62.2-2007, Ventilation and Acceptable Indoor Air Quality in
Low-Rise Residential Buildings, carbon monoxide alarms
would be required to be installed outside of each sleeping area.
The proposed addendum is open for public comment until Oct.
26, 2009. Nine other addenda, unrelated to CO, also are open
for review. Steve Emmerich, chair of the Standard 62.2 Committee, said that as the standard becomes more widely used as a
result of its adoption into building codes and green building
programs, several clarifications are being addressed through
proposed changes.
Carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning leads to hundreds of
deaths and thousands of injuries each year in homes. Such poisoning results primarily from automobiles left running in attached garages but also from portable generators, power tools
and heaters, according to Emmerich. A small fraction of poisonings also result from failed central heating combustion appliances. “Residents have very little ability to sense the presence
of CO without detectors, unlike many other indoor polluting
events,” he said.
Whether to include CO alarms as a requirement in the standard has been discussed since the standard was first proposed. Debate has focused on the unreliability and cost of
alarms. But Emmerich said the committee believes the time has
come to make this change, noting that it will bring the standard
into closer alignment with the 2009 International Residential
Code, which requires alarms if the house has combustion appliances or attached garages, and with many states that have
passed laws requiring CO alarms. “This proposed requirement
goes a step further, expanding the protection to all homes, regardless of fuel type or garage configuration, reflecting the fact
that many CO exposures occur due to causes completely independent of these factors,” he said. “It also requires that alarms
be hard-wired with battery backup to address an increased likelihood of high CO exposure events during power outages.”
Also open for public comment is proposed addendum s,
which would give credits for different types of residential ventilation systems. The proposed change increases mechanical ventilation system flow rates for systems that are unbalanced or not
fully ducted, unless they have a provision for mixing. Emmerich said this is a fairly significant change that has been under extensive study by the committee.
Standard 62.2 addenda open for public comment until Oct.
11 are addenda m, n, s and t, while those open until Oct. 26 are
j, l, o, p, q and r.
To view a copy of the addenda open for public review, go
to www.ashrae.org/publicreviews. Copies of public review
drafts are only available during public review periods.

NEWS FROM THE HOME OFFICE
(continued)
Proposed High-Performance Building
Standard 189.1 Draws Nearer to Publication
Date
ATLANTA – The total building sustainability package,
addressing everything from design and commissioning to plans
for high-performance operation, is covered in a proposed green
building standard currently open for public review.
Proposed Standard 189.1, Standard for the Design of High
Performance, Green Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential
Buildings, is being developed by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
in conjunction with the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES)
and the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC). The standard
is slated to be the first code-intended commercial green building standard in the United States. It is expected to be published
in early 2010. “This is one of the most highly-anticipated building standards ever released,” ASHRAE President Gordon Holness, said. “ASHRAE’s commitment to excellence and transparency in true consensus standards development is reflected in
the quality of and interest in Standard 189.1.”
The proposed standard is currently open for a fourth public
review. It is an “independent substantive change” review so
only changes from the third public review, which ended in June
2009, are open for comment. The public comment period
started Sept. 18 and remains open until Nov. 2, 2009.
“IES is pleased to co-sponsor this standard for highperformance green buildings and supports the goal shared with
ASHRAE and USGBC of environmental responsibility toward
current needs as well as those of future generations,” Rita M.
Harrold, IES director of technology, said.
“The key to a prosperous future is cost-efficient and energy-saving green buildings and is imperative as we move forward,” Scot Horst, senior vice president of LEED, USGBC,
said. “Standard 189.1 will help increase adoption of green
building practices, leading to a prosperous and sustainable future for our nation.”
“The standard, once published, provides a ‘total building
sustainability package’ for those who strive to design, build and
operate green buildings,” Kent Peterson, chair of the committee
writing the standard, said. “From site location to energy use to
recycling, this standard will set the foundation for green buildings through its adoption into local codes. The dedication of
those tasked with writing the standard has been unwavering.
There are no short cuts to creating a quality, comprehensive
green building standard that reflects input from all corners of
the building community.”
Among the biggest proposed changes is in the exterior light
pollution section, including elimination of the Total Site Lumen
approach. The draft of the standard that went out for a third
public review earlier this year required users to limit exterior
lighting according to one of three methods for determining total
initial lamp lumens, or light output, for all outdoor lighting.

NEWS FROM THE HOME OFFICE
(CONTINUED)
While site lumen limits are being explored in other model lighting pollution efforts, it complicates application and enforcement significantly, according to Nick Ferzacca, vice chair of
the committee and IES representative. The current draft maintains the use of Backlight, Uplight and Glare ratings from the
IES Luminaire Classification System for Outdoor Luminaires
(IESNA TM-15-07). Also, exterior lighting power densities
and lighting zone definitions were modified to align with recent
ASHRAE 90.1 addenda.
Another proposed change is in the Outdoor Air Delivery
Monitoring section. Under the proposal, measurement of outdoor airflow rates at the system level would be required for all
spaces ventilated by mechanical systems, except for constant
volume systems. The exception allowing CO2 monitoring as an
alternative for systems serving only densely occupied spaces
has been removed. Also proposed would be removal of all requirements for outdoor airflow monitoring in naturally ventilated spaces.
The standard development committee will meet again to
review comments received during this “independent substantive change” public review during the USGBC GreenBuild
conference in November.

JOKE OF THE MONTH
There was an engineer who had an exceptional gift
for fixing all things mechanical. After serving his
company loyally for over 30 years, he happily retired. Several years later the company contacted
him regarding a seemingly impossible problem
they were having with one of their multi-milliondollar machines.
They had tried everything and everyone else to get
the machine fixed, but to no avail. In desperation,
they called on the retired engineer who had solved
so many of their problems in the past.
The engineer reluctantly took the challenge. He
spent a day studying the huge machine. At the end
of the day, he marked a small "x" in chalk on a particular component of the machine and proudly
stated, "This is where your problem is." The part
was replaced and the machine worked perfectly
again.
The company received a bill for $50,000 from the
engineer for his service. They demanded an itemized accounting of his charges.

SUDOKU OF THE MONTH

The engineer responded briefly:
One chalk mark ................. $1
Knowing where to put it ... $49,999

Puzzle Difficulty: MEDIUM
Fill in the puzzle so that every row, every column, and
every 3 x 3 box contains the numbers 1 through 9.
(Answer in next month’s newsletter.)
ATTENTION: ASHRAE MEMBERS
The Chapter is now accepting
advertisements in the monthly newsletter.
Sponsorship Rates are as follows:
Per Issue

Annual
(9 issues)

Business Card

$10.00

$50.00

Quarter Page

$25.00

$200.00

Half Page

$40.00

$325.00

Full Page

$60.00

$450.00

